THE MORPHOLOGY OF LITHUANIAN TOPOONYMS – DIFFERENCES AND PARALLELS OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OF NAMES

Lietuvių toponimijos morfologija – įvairių vardų grupių skirtumai ir paralelės

ANNOTATION

The participation in the project “Vakarinių pietų aukštaičių vietovardžių integravimas į Lietuvos vietovardžių geoinformacinę duomenų bazę ir jų kilmės bei motyvacijos tyrimai” [The integration of Western South Aukštaitian toponyms into the Lituanian geoinformational database and studies on their origin and motivation] led to two interesting results: 1) It seems necessary to refine (Lithuanian) terminology and 2) there can be found remarkable differences in the percentage of the morphological (and syntactical) structures used to build names for flowing bodies of water (potamonyms) and names for standing bodies of water (limnonyms). It turns out that in the researched area in limnonyms the percentage of derivational formations is significantly higher and that of compound names significantly lower than in potamonyms. More research needs to be done to find out, whether this is a characteristic of the researched area or a general tendency all over Lithuania.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper intends to give an insight into differences and parallels in different classes of names within Lithuanian toponyms.

1.1. Thus, at the beginning, we have to clarify, what exactly we are talking about, what we understand by toponyms etc.

Toponyms shall be understood here in the widest sense of the word, that is as onyms/names for all kinds of topoi, i.e. places – in German this would be Ortsnamen and Örtlichkeitsnamen combined. This is more or less the way in which Lithuanian toponimai tends to be understood. Thus, in principle, we are talking here about the whole array of names for places in the sense of geographical entities, that is names for inhabited places on the one hand, as there are towns, villages, farmsteads, houses etc., which are toponyms in the narrow sense of the word, in the way German Ortsname is often used, and names for not inhabited geographical units on the other hand, as there are

- dryronymys (names of woods and forests),
- oronymys (names of hills and mountains),

---

1 This paper is based on the talk with the same title presented in November 2019 at the „4-oji tarptautinė mokslinė Aleksandro Vanago konferencija: Tikriniai žodžiai erdvėje ir erdvė tikriniuose žodžiuose. Lietuvių kalbos institutas, Vilnius / The 4th International Scientific Aleksandras Vanagas Conference: Onyms in Space and Space in Onyms. The Institute of the Lithuanian Language, Vilnius“. – The structure, contents and character of the talk delivered at the conference was mostly retained in this printed version.
- potamonyms (names of rivers, creeks etc.),
- limnonyms (names of lakes),
- helonyms (names of swamps),
- agronyms (names of fields),
- leimononyms (names of meadows).

Of course there are also names for seas – thalassonyms – but they did not play a role in a project doing research in a landlocked area (more on that project further down).

1.2. For all these kinds of toponyms the Lithuanian language offers a multitude of possibilities, how to form them. The standard ways to build Lithuanian toponyms are: word formation, i.e. derivation and composition, on the one hand and the formation of syntagmatic groups on the other. In both types we do not find anything that is not also known from the appellatival lexicon of Lithuanian or from Lithuanian syntax. Both main types can be divided up into several subgroups, as will be shown in the next paragraphs.

1.3. The analysis of different types of toponyms shows that we find the same means of formation in all those different onymic classes, but we also find that the percentage of names covered by each of the types can differ significantly.

2. THE PROJECT AND ITS RESULTS

In what follows I want to present mainly three things:
- some of the results of a project from the years 2017 and 2018 at the Institute of the Lithuanian Language, run by Grasilda Blažienė and Laimutis Bilkis,
- some considerations about the traditional supgrouping of the morphological ways of name-formation and what they are called and finally, also a result from the just mentioned project,
- some considerations about a well-known river-name and about a lake-name relatively well-known amongst researchers probing into the Old-European hydronymy – and its connection with a river-name in Lithuania and one in Southern Tyrolia.

2.1. The project alluded to, was roughly researching South-West Lithuanian place-names, microtoponyms and hydronyms in their European context (project title: “Vakarinių pietų aukštaičių vietovardžių integravimas į Lietuvos vientvardžių geoinformacinę duomenų bazę ir jų kilmės bei motyvacijos tyrimai” [The integration of Western South Aukštaitian toponyms into the Lithuanian geoinformational database and studies on their origin and motivation]). Finally a book in German with the results from that project appeared in January 2020:


2.2. That project researched *toponimai* in the Lithuanian sense of the word in the Lithuanian region Dzūkija, which is the Western part of the Southern Aukštaitija region bordering on Poland and Belarus. In the center of interest were the Rayons of Alytus and Lazdijai, partially also Druskininkai, mainly areas west of the river Nemunas. Dialectally this is also the western south-aukštaitian region, Lith. *vakarinų pietų aukštaičių*, also called Western Dzūkian, Lith. *vakarinų dzūkų*. Interestingly, inspite of bordering on Slavic settled areas and inspite of the fact that also in the researched area there are quite a number of speakers of Slavic languages and numerous settlements with a mixed Slavic and Lithuanian population, the number of toponyms in the wider sense with a Slavonic etymology can be very low in certain types of names, for example in lake- and river-names it is about 2-3 %. In others, for example in meadow-names, it is – as one would expect it to be anyway – some five to ten times that number.

On the other hand, of course, the research tool for the project, the Lithuanian geo-data-base of toponyms (*Lietuvos vietovardžių geoinformacinė duomenų bazė*; cf. http://lkiis.lki.lt/lietuvos-vietovardziu-geoinformacine-duomenu-baze) might be somewhat lopsided at that point, as at least for the region researched in the project, the data had been collected mostly during some scientific explorations of the area in 1935-36, in which predominantly speakers of Lithuanian seem to have been asked more or less exclusively about Lithuanian forms of toponyms. Thus the corresponding toponyms for the same places, rivers, lakes etc. used by speakers of Polish and Belarusian have usually not been recorded.

2.3. But something else can be seen rather clearly, namely that we are in an area, where we can find remnants of a West-Baltic substrate, traditionally attributed to Yatvingian. Mainly it can be discerned from East-Baltic forms by the appearance of *s*, *ž* at places, where *š*, *ž* might be expected. This can be exemplified on three examples taken from the corpus of river-names of the area:
2.4. The author’s part in that project consisted of analyzing the 423 names of bodies of standing and flowing water, comprising 240 limnonyms and 183 potamonyms.5

And this will now take us back to morphology:

2.4.1. As mentioned already in the introduction, there are three main types of forming toponyms in Lithuanian – and usually we find these types also in actually all other Indo-European languages in Europe – although in different quantities, of course.

These types are derived names, compound names and syntagmatic names. In all three types, we can differentiate between names made exclusively from appellatival material and names containing also onymic material. For derived names, e.g., the difference is between deappellatival derivatives and deonymic derivatives. But these theoretical differentiations come with some limitations and need to be explained in a more precise way.

2.4.2. Especially in need of such more precise explanations are the deonymic formations. They are rarely conversions or quasi-conversions (on conversions see below § 2.4.4.) without a suffix from other kinds of names. In the predominant number of cases they are formed by means of overt suffixation. The dependency on the base word, the derivational basis, is usually expressed by a possessive suffix or a diminutive suffix. So, for example, the name of a tributary to a river can be formed by deriving a diminutive form from the name of the main river (e.g. Savica as the name of a tributary of the Sava in Slovenia),6 or the name of a bay of a lake can be formed by deriving a form with a possessive suffix from the name of the actual lake.

2.4.3. Also deappellativial derived names can pose problems for analysis. In many cases we are not able to tell with confidence, whether the suffixation

---


5 For the full corpus cf. Bichlmeier 2019a, 2019b.

happened during the process of onymization – or already in the appellativ al sphere:

If the derivation happened already in the appellativ al sphere, then of course the name came into being by the act of conversion with zero-suffixation from an appellative into an onym. As especially possessive and diminutive suffixes are very productive in Lithuanian, the fact that a certain formation is not booked in a dictionary does not mean much in that context.

Anyway we may say that of course there are several suffixes in Lithuanian which turn up more often than others in the formation of names, but there does not seem to be a single suffix which can be called an onomic suffix in the sense that it is used exclusively to form names. The same is true, for example, also for Slavic family names (cf. Bichlmeier 2020) – and we may actually suppose that this is a universal feature at least of the Indo-European languages of Europe: There is no suffix exclusively forming names. But of course there are suffixes popping up in that sphere more often than others.

2.4.4. Before we proceed to some Lithuanian terminological specialties in name-formation, let’s have a look at what was just called ‘conversions’. I call ‘conversions’ derivational processes with zero-suffixation. This means a certain word turns into another word without a change of form. Here we find four subtypes:

a) ‘simple’ conversions, in which an appellative (a noun) is converted into an onym, cp. e.g. Balañdis m. Ku (40169): < Lith. balañdis m. ‘dove’;7

b) ‘double’ conversions, in which besides the conversion of an appellative into an onym also takes place a conversion from an adjective into a noun, cp. e.g. Bedùgnis m. Ka (40254, 42932), Ku (40174) < Lith. bedùgnis ‘without ground or bottom’;8

c) ‘pseudoconversions’ are conversions looking like simple conversions, which are indeed backformations, however, cp. e.g. the lake-name Šaulỹs m. (4) < *Šaũlio/-iu ūžeras (not < šaulỹs m. ‘hunter, shooter’);9


d) ‘onymic conversions’, in which the transfer of an onym from one onymic class to another onymic class takes place, cp. e.g. the lake-name Gadeikà f. Šv (42799) < PN Gadėika.10

2.5. Let’s now have a look at two specialties of the Lithuanian terminology of word-formation and name-formation. The first one are the so-called ‘ending-derivatives’, Germ. *Endungsableitungen*, Lith. *galūnių vediniai*, the other ones are the so-called ‘prefix-derivatives’, Germ. *Präfixableitungen*, Lith. *priešdėlių vediniai*.

2.5.1. These ‘ending-derivatives’, Germ. *Endungsableitungen*, Lith. *galūnių vediniai* turn out to be a somewhat inhomogeneous group:

2.5.1.1. Among these formations count:

- simple pluralizations of normal appellatives – so actually there is no derivation whatsoever – and

- names which show a synchronic stem–vowel alteration between the name and the appellative. This is, however, merely a description of what we see, not an explanation. The explanation for these formations seems to be a bit different. They mostly or at least at their core seem to be derivatives with a suffix containing yod. Thus these formations are in the end actually derivatives of a rather archaic kind, as the suffix *-i̯o-* served to build derivatives, mostly adjectives of pertinence, already in Proto-Indo-European. Thus, if there is an appellative or an onym XY and we add a suffix *-i̯o-* we get a word meaning ‘belonging or pertaining to XY’. Nice examples for that are Old Slavic/Old Russian place-names as, e.g., *Jaroslav-lь* ‘Yaroslav’s (city)’ < *Yaroslav-i̯a-* ← ORuss. PN *Yaroslavъ*, a similar case is the place-name Pol. *Przemyśl* etc.

In our corpus we find, e.g.,

Ángė f. (1) Si (42698) < *angi-i̯ā* ← Lith. angi-s f. ‘snake’;11

Angĩs m. (4) Si (42698) < *angi-i̯a-* ← Lith. angi-s f. ‘snake’;12

---


Dūmblis m. (2) Ka (42940), Ka (42945), Lz (40151) < *dumbl-ja- ← Lith. dumblas m. ‘mud (on the ground of a lake);’

Samānius m. (2) Ka (42923) < *saman-ju- ← Lith. sāmana, samanà f. ‘moss’; 

Nemaiūnė f. Lz, Šv (37117) < *Nemaiūn-ii-ā- ← Lith. PIN Nemaiūn-ai m. Pl.

2.5.1.2. So we come to the conclusion, that this synchronic class is one which simply does not exist in the diachronic perspective. But as only the diachronic perspective offers an explanation – and explanations are what we are looking for – this class should better be discarded. All members of that class are either simple suffixal derivatives or plural-forms of the base-word (thus zero-derivatives [of plural-forms]).

2.5.2. Another problematic case – as far as terminology is concerned – are the so-called ‘prefix-derivatives’, Germ. Präfixableitungen, Lith. priešdėlių vediniai. In this case we also got to do with a piece of terminology, which seems unproblematic from a synchronic perspective, but should be discarded from a historic, that is explanatory perspective. Although some of these formations only show the addition of a prefix at the beginning of the basic word, the by far bigger number of formations show also a change of stem class at the end of the word.

2.5.2.1. In both cases we should be more precise: If only a prefix is added, this is formally not a process of derivation, but one of composition. But if additionally to the addition of a prefix also the stem-class is altered, we see here actually a process of circumfigation. The vast majority of those formations thus shows a derivational process well known from the Germanic languages – among which German itself – and from the Slavic languages: The core formations were collectives, but of course the semantics would widen with time, so it seems that in Lithuanian these derivative processes show a certain accumulation in several types of onyms.

2.5.2.2. Formations like the meadow-names and field-names Pa-lazdynė ← lith. lazdynas, Pa-salaitys ← lith. salaity (salà), Pa-salūs ← lith. salū show in the end – on a Proto-Baltic or at least Proto-Lithuanian level – the same derivational structure as their Germanic and Slavic counterparts:


---
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*Pa-sal-ia- ← PLith. *salā- ‘island, dry patch in a swamp’ are completely parallel to

NHG Berg m. ‘mountain’ → Gebirge n. ‘the mountains, mountain-range’ (PGerm. berg-a- → *ga-berg-ia) or to

Serb.-Croat. Důnav m. ‘Danube’ → Pôdunăolje n. ‘area along the Danube’,

Czech břeh m. ‘river-side, bank’ → po-břež-i n. ‘area along the river-side’, ná-břež-i n. ‘promenade along a river-bank’ (< CSlav. *bergъ : *po-/na-berg-je < PSlav. *berg-a- : *pa/nā-berg-ia-).

2.6. Let’s come to the compound names. They pose less problems and show structurally clear-cut subdivisions. The second compound member is (with few exceptions, where we find an adjective) a noun, mostly one designating a body of water like Lith. ėžeras m. ‘lake’, dimin. ėzerėlis m., prūdas m. ‘pond’, ūpė f. ‘river’ etc. The first compound member can either be an onym or an appellative; if it is an appellative, it can actually be a noun – which is the most frequent case – or an adjective or rarely even a verb(al root). Normally the second compound member shows a change of the stem-class respectively of the stem-vowel (which younger layers of compounds do not). And this synchronic change of the stem-class is usually brought about by a historic suffix change, usually by a suffix with yod – the same kind of yod described above in 2.5.1.1.

Thus theoretically we find at least the following types:

A) appellatival first compound member:

Aa) noun + noun:

Pelialapūkas16 m. (?) Ve (42896): Lith. pelė f. ‘mouse’ or Lith. pelūs m. Pl. ‘chaff’17 + Lith. lapūkas m. ‘coltsfoot (Tussilago), marsh marigold (Caltha palustris), water lily (Nymphaea alba), leave (of cabbage vel sim.)’.18

Ab) noun + noun + change of stem-class:

Vilkėžeris m. (1) Lp, Ve (42877): Lith. vilkas ‘wolf’ and ėžeras ‘lake’.19

Ac) adjective + noun:

Šventupė20 f. (?) Te (130781): Lith. šventas ‘holy’ and ūpė f. ‘river’.21

16 Name unaccented in the database.
17 Vgl. LitEW 565f.,568f.; ALEW 751f., 754f.
20 Name unaccented in the database.
Ad) adjective + noun + change of stem-class:

- Báltabalė f. (1) Šv (42792): Lith. báltas ‘white’ and balà f. ‘swamp’,
- Senâupis m. (1) Si (133679): Lith. sēnas ‘old’ and ėpė f. ‘river’.

Ae) adjective + adjective:

- Not attested in the corpus.

Af) adjective + adjective + change of stem-class:

- Lapõčiažalis m. (1) Se (120807): Lith. lapótas ‘having leaves’ and žâlias ‘green’.

Ag) verb + noun:

- Zùrzaupė f. (1) Si (133303): Lith. zužti ‘hum, whirr, crackle’ and Lith. ėpė f. ‘river’.

Ah) verb + noun + change of stem-class:

- Šliaũžupis f. (1) Al (39512): Lith. šliaūžti ‘go slowly, drag along, creep’ and ėpė f. ‘river’.

B) onymic first compound member:

Ba) onym + noun:

- Stasiūpé f. (1) Lp (93705): Lith. PN Stasỹs and Lith. ėpė f. ‘river’.

Bb) onym + noun + change of stem-class:

- Gùdežeris m. (1) Ve (43073): ethnonym Lith. gùdas ‘White Russian’ and ėžeras ‘lake’.

2.7. The last way to form place-names is by forming syntactical units. Mostly they consist of two parts, rarely of three. The second member is always the head

---

---


noun, the first member is either a congruing adjective or a dependent noun in the genitive, which can either be an appellative or a name, if it is a name, it can be an anthroponym or a toponym.

A) congruing structure:

Aa) adjective + noun:

*Gilūlis* nendrýnas m. Lp (94814): Lith. *gilūs* ‘deep’ + (collective) *nendrýnas* ‘place with reed’.

Ab) adjective + onym:

*Baltóji Ąnčia* f. (1) Lp, Ve (35048): Lith. *báltas* ‘white’ + lake-name *Ānčia*.

B) structures of dependence:

Ba) noun [Gen.] + noun:


Bb) onym [Gen.] + noun:

*Ãniškio ėžeras* m. Al, Kr (42692): PlN *Ãniškis* + Lith. *ēžeras* m. ‘lake’.

2.8. As mentioned above, the author’s task in the project was to analyze lake-names and river-names. Theoretically, of course, further subdivisions could be made and it remains to be researched in the future, whether these subdivisions made according to the extralinguistic reality are reflected in different approaches to naming these entities. Such differences might be seen in differing percentages of the different types in which names can be formed.

Limnonyms/lake-names are here understood as names for mainly standing bodies of water. These can be natural or artificial, man-made. So we might surmise that theoretically there might be more anthroponyms and toponyms contained in names of artificial lakes, as they might have been named more often after the person who made them or had them made or owned them or after the village or farmstead, near which they were dug. But as the database does not offer such data, we cannot tell much about that. The same might be valid also for river-names or more generally for bodies of running water, contrasting the

30 Cf. LitEW 151, 493f.; not registered in Savukynas 1966a; not registered in Vanagas 1970; not registered in Vanagas 1981a; cf. ALEW 324, 694f.; not registered in LVŽ 3.
31 Cf. LitEW 32; ALEW 89f.
33 Name unaccented in the database.
naming of natural rivers and creeks with that of channels, trenches etc. So such internal subgroups cannot be researched so far because of lack of data in the database – one would have to do research in archives. As always, this would be a very time-consuming job on the one hand, but might also lead to rather interesting results.

2.8.1. But what we can do with our results is compare the naming strategies for rivers and creeks on the one hand with those for lakes and ponds on the other hand, and as it turns out, there are quite remarkable differences in the percentage of certain types of name-formation and thus in the ranking of the different types between the two groups. The results are based on the full corpus of the region, that is 240 lake-names and 183 river-names. But so far we cannot tell, whether these results are representative for all of Lithuania, as research of this kind is still lacking for the rest of the country as far as I know. But for Dzūkija they show nice differences, indeed:

2.8.2. If we make up a frequency hierarchy for the different formations of lake-names and river-names we see:

a) in the case of lake-names:

- suffixed derivatives  (43.75 %)
  - > syntactic names    (18.75 %)
  - > conversions      (17.92 %)
  - > ending derivatives  (10.42 %)
    - > compounds  (08.33 %)

and

b) in the case of river-names:

- suffixed derivatives  (26.23 %)
  - > syntactic names    (22.95 %)
  - > ending derivatives  (18.03 %)
    - > conversions  (17.49 %)
    - > compounds  (14.75 %)

So we see that amongst lake-names suffixed derivatives form clearly the most prominent subgroup with almost 44 %, being almost 2.5 times as frequent as syntactic names. This same subgroup is the most frequent also in river-names, but with a bit more than a quarter it is hardly more frequent than syntactic names, which make up almost a quarter.

2.8.3. As mentioned above (§ 2.5.), ending-derivatives are taken as an extra group in Lithuanian linguistics and onomastics, but indeed they are nothing else but a special group of suffixed derivatives. So we may be entitled to subsume them under the suffixed derivatives diachronically. Thus we arrive at the following hierarchy for
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a) lake-names:
suffixed derivatives including ending-derivatives (54.17 %)
  > syntactic names (18.75 %)
    > conversions (17.92 %)
    > compounds (08.33 %)

and

b) for river-names:
suffixed derivatives including ending-derivatives (44.26 %)
  > syntactic names (22.95 %)
    > conversions (18.67 %)
    > compounds (14.75 %)

As can be seen, the hierarchical structure for river-names and lake-names is now the same, but the frequency of the subclasses is still rather divergent in certain points, i.e. at the top and at the bottom of the hierarchies. Lake-names show a significantly higher percentage of derivatives and a significantly lower percentage of compounds than river-names.

2.8.4. Let’s do a last step: Conversions are actually nothing else but derivatives with a zero-suffix (see § 2.4.4. above). So they are derivatives in the end. Thus we arrive at the following results:

a) lake-names:
suffixed derivatives including ending-derivatives and conversions (72.09 %)
  > syntactic names (18.75 %)
    > compounds (08.33 %)

and for

b) river-names we find:
suffixed derivatives including ending-derivatives and conversions (62.91 %)
  > syntactic names (22.95 %)
    > compounds (14.75 %)

These combined results underline the result mentioned above: derivatives are significantly more frequent in lake-names, while compounds are significantly more frequent in river-names. Syntactic names take the middle positions with slightly over a fifth in river-names and slightly under a fifth in lake-names.

2.9. As so far no general count of the formations of river-names and lake-names in Lithuania exists (to my knowledge), we cannot tell, whether our result is ‘normal’ by Lithuanian standards or shows a significant deviation from the average. Further research will be necessary to find that out. When such research will be finally done, these results might be nicely compared to similar results from other onymic landscapes. But actually I think, such research in
other onymic landscapes also will still have to be done. Anyway I am not aware of such research for other Baltic or Slavic countries, the less so for Germany. One reason might be that simply databases like the Lietuvos vietovardžių geoinformacinė duomenų bazė are lacking elsewhere.

3. TWO ETYMOLOGIES

In the end – and as etymology is simply my favorite – I want to shortly discuss the etymologies of two names that appeared in the corpus. The one rather boring at first – because its etymology has been actually undisputed for decades – and the other interesting mainly from the point of the history of research, Old-European hydronymy and Indo-European linguistics. Moreover these two names share one common feature: They belong to the extremely small group of names from our area of research, which stand quite a fair chance of being of Proto-Baltic, maybe Pre-Proto-Baltic origin.

3.1. First the less intriguing one shall be discussed, the name of the biggest river flowing through Lithuania, the Nėmunas:

3.1.1. According to many researchers the river-name Nėmunas m. (3b) Al, Lp (37080) goes back to an adjective PBalt. *nemuna- ‘bent, curvy’. As far as semantics is concerned, this is quite a good choice for that river – as for most rivers flowing slowly through the plains of Eastern and North-Eastern Europe. This adjective is regarded as a secondary derivative in *-na- (< PIE *-nó-) from an u-stem noun PBalt. *nemu- ‘curve, bending’ from a root PIE *nem- ‘bend’. Usually now the meaning of his root is rather thought to have been ‘bow, lean downwards’ (thus LIV² 453f.). This of course makes the etymology just mentioned look less straightforward. But probably it might work nevertheless.

But besides that we also find in Lithuanian words like Lith. nẽmuogė f. ‘blackberry’ or nemùnė f. ‘a mushroom growing in swampy, moist areas’. The argumentation for making an explanation of the two plant-names possible, is more or less as follows:

Starting from ‘curve, bending’ we get to an adjective ‘having curves, bendings’; ‘having curves’ might then be reinterpreted as ‘being uneven, not flat’, which might finally lead to ‘having higher and deeper places or parts’.

Then the development is twofold:

a) ‘having higher places or parts’
   → ‘being dry’
   → ‘having dry floor/ground’
   → ‘forest’
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→ ‘fir-forest’
  → nём-uогё ‘*forest-berry’ > ‘blackberry’;

b) ‘having deeper places or parts’
  → ‘being moist’
  → ‘swamp’
  → nemûнё ‘swamp-mushroom’.

3.1.2. Of course also Lat. nemus n. ‘(holy) little forest’ somehow gets into the discussion. Generally it is thought that the primary meaning was ‘place, where the gods are attributed their share’. So we have here in Latin – besides PIE *nem-u- which is probably continued in Baltic – an s-stem PIE *nem-e/os-, which we also find in Indo-Iranian. Whether this Latin word is identical with OI námás- n. ‘veneration’, OAıv. namah- n. ‘veneration’, depends in the end on the answer to the question, whether there were two roots in PIE *nem-¹ ‘attribute’ und *nem-² ‘bow, bend oneself’ (thus LIV² 453f.) or whether there was only one root PIE *nem- ‘distribute’ (thus EDLIL 405). If the last mentioned version is the correct one, it might be necessary to develop a new etymology for the river-name Némunas, as in that case we can hardly still presuppose an etymology meaning ‘the curvy, bent one’.

Maybe we have to presuppose for Baltic similar semantic developments as in Latin, where the development goes from ‘place, where their shares are attributed (to the gods)’ to ‘forest’. If this should be correct, PBalt. *nem-u- might also have meant ‘forest’ just as PItal. *nem-e/os- does, which leads to the conclusion that PBalt. *nemu-na- might have meant ‘having forests (around itself)’. This meaning might then also be reflected in the plant-names nẽmuogė and nemùnė.

Of course, for the moment we cannot be completely sure about all that – but it seems worth thinking about it.

3.2. The second interesting name I stumbled upon during the project was that of the lake-name Atesỳs m. (3b) Al, Mrs, Si (42705)36 and the corresponding river-name Atesê f. (3b) Si (34967):37


3.2.1. The lake-name Lith. Atesys (3b) can be traced back to a pre-form PBalt. *at-es-(i)ja-. According to general thinking the name is part of wider European contexts and is often compared to the name of the South Tyrolian river-name Etsch, which is attested in antiquity as At(h)esis. Whether At(h)esis goes back to *at-es-io-, which would correspond to the Lithuanian form, or *at-es-i- we cannot tell. The two names are generally said to derive from a root PIE *h₂et(h₂)-‘go, wander’.38 We see here most probably a derivative from an s-stem PIE *h₂et(h₂)-es- ‘wandering, going’.

But semantics remain a problem: Atesys is a lake-name – and wandering around, i.e. moving ahead in one direction is not really, what lakes tend to do. Thus we come to the result, that maybe the equation Atesys : At(h)esis/Etsch found in onomastic literature since Hans Krahe and Wolfgang P. Schmid might be not completely correct. Sometimes already W. P. Schmid mentions also Atesë besides Atesys as does Greule quoting Schmid (cf. DGNB 135), but they are subsumed under one heading as ‘Gewässernamen’ (hydronyms) and are not differentiated as a lake-name and a river-name. If we do not want to think that the Alpine and the Lithuanian names are independent, but parallel formations, we must look for a connection – but it is different from what has been assumed so far.

A further connection is thought to exist with Thrac. (*)at(-u)-, supposedly meaning ‘stream, torrent’.39 But Thracian as a ‘Trümmersprache’, about which we do not know hardly anything, is a bad candidate to prove anything at all. Together with Lat. annus ‘year’ < PIE *h₂et(h₂)-no- (cf. EDLIL 43f.) and maybe Thracian *at(u)- the Lithuanian hydronym might point to a group of words showing suffixes from the so-called Caland-Wackernagel-suffix-system (on that cf. Bichlmeier 2014 with further literature).

3.2.2. If this etymology is correct, then from the view-point of semantics, it seems more probable that the lake-name Atesys is a secondary derivative from the river-name Lith. Atesë < PBalt. *at-es-iiä-. That a river-name is based on a word meaning ‘wanderer’ or ‘wandering’ is a rather trivial affair, though we would still have to explain, how this ending-derivative really came into being, and why here the feminine form seems to be the primary one – as usually it is the other way around.

3.2.3. In Lithuania there are a few other hydronyms which have the same suffix-combination at the end – and do not have any connections with formations outside of Lithuania. There are for example Lith. Eglesys (Lith. ėglė f. ‘fir’),

---

38 Cf. LIV² 273; IEW 69.
Žalesys (Lith. žalius ‘green’) etc.\textsuperscript{40} But we have the problem that there is no way to make up an inner-Lithuanian connection for the element at-\textsuperscript{.} On the other hand, hydronyms with the suffixal element -es- are mainly known from Eastern Lithuania.\textsuperscript{41}

3.2.4. So in the end we have to say: The connection between Atesys and Athesis ‘Etsch’ does exist most probably, but it is not a direct one, as Atesys is a lake-name. The primary connection is with Lith. Atesi < PBalt. *at-es-ija- which might be an inner-Baltic restructuring of an older *at-es-i-, which might also be preserved in Athesis/Etsch.

4. CONCLUSIONS

What can we learn from all that which has been presented here? Mainly three things:

1. The analysis and explanation of names is always a diachronic affair, synchronic linguistics hardly ever explains anything.

2. It is worth while to look closer at the semantics and structure of subgroups of names which have so far been often treated together: The comparative analysis of the two subgroups of hydronyms, the potamonyms and limnonyms of the Dzūkija-region showed significant differences in the percentage of the types of name-formation found. Further research concerning the rest of Lithuania is needed to find out, whether this is a normal feature all over Lithuania or something special. More research in that vein might be done: comparing amongst the microtoponyms the agronyms with the leimononyms might also bring nice results.

3. It is always worth the work and often even necessary to check, whether old etymologies are still valid. The older the etymologies are, the more so.

ABBREVIATIONS

Al – Alytaus seniūnija
Croat. – Croatian
CSlav. – Common Slavic
dimin. – diminutive
Germ. – German
Ka – Kapčiamiestis (Rayon Lazdijai)


No – Noragelis (Rayon Lazdijai)
Kr – Krokialaukis (Rayon Alytus)
Ku – Kučiūnai (Rayon Lazdijai)
Lith. – Lithuanian
Lp – Leipalingis (Rayon Druskininkai)
Lz – Lazdijai (Rayon Lazdijai)
Mrs – Miroslavas (Rayon Alytus)
NHG – New High German
ORuss. – Old Russian
PGerm. – Proto-Germanic
PBalt. – Proto-Baltic
PItal. – Proto-Italic
PLith. – Proto-Lithuanian
Pol. – Polish
Pl. – Plural
PlN – place-name
PN – personal name
PSlav. – Proto-Slavic
Se – Seirijai (Rayon Lazdijai)
Serb. – Serbian
Sg. – Singular
Si – Simnas (Rayon Alytus)
Še – Šeštokai (Rayon Lazdijai)
Šl – Šlavantai (Rayon Lazdijai)
Šv – Šventežeris (Rayon Lazdijai)
Te – Teizai (Rayon Lazdijai)
Ve – Veisiejai (Rayon Lazdijai)
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Lietuvių toponimijos morfologija – įvairių vardų grupių skirtumai ir paralelės

SANTRAUKA

Straipsnio pradžioje kritiškai analizuojama ir tikslinama lietuviškų žodžių ir tikrinių vardų darybos terminija, pavyzdžiui, galūniniai vediniai ‘Endungsableitung’, priešdeliniai vediniai ‘Präfixableitung’ ir konversija ‘Konversion’. Antrojoje dalyje atlikama pietvakarių aukštaičių (dzūkų) upių ir ežerų vardų lyginamoji analizė, iš kurios aiškėja, kad abiejų
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